Scam Pyramid

Report Scams for Optimal Outcomes

A Healthy Serving of Prevention

Hang up
Reduce Isolation
Never wire money
Ask someone you trust

Red Flags: Stop! It’s a Scam!

INSISTENCE that you wire money asap
DEMANDS Act now or will miss out
REFUSAL to stop calling after you request it

SECRETs Scammers tell you not to tell family or friends
UNPROFESSIONAL Bad grammar and misspellings
PROMISES you can win $, make $, borrow $ easily

Common Scams

Grandparent Scam
Lottery Scam
Medicare Fraud
Romance Scam
Identity Theft

New York State
Empowering Seniors To Prevent Healthcare Fraud

Questions about Scams? Call the NYS Senior Medicare Patrol
1-800-333-4374
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